Terms and conditions

1. Introduction
1.1. AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL, having its registered office in the Municipality of Ploiesti, Strada Cuza Voda,
nr.6, Bloc A8 Scara B, Etaj 7, Ap. 40, Judet Prahova, unique registration code 38184695 dated
06.09.2017, registered at The National Trade Registry Office under no. J29 / 2238/2017 dated
06.09.2017, unique identifier at European level (EUID) ROONRC.J29 / 2238/2017, e-mail address
arhitect.cristian@gmail.com, telephone number 0721206622, represented through Cristian AxenoiPănescu as Administrator (hereinafter referred to as “We”) owns and manages the website
www.axenoistudio.com (the “Website”).
1.2. This document "Terms and Conditions" aims to regulate the use by visitors of the Website.
1.3. Accessing / using the Website is subject to the Terms and Conditions, and by accessing / using the
Website it is considered that you have read, understood and agreed to this document.
1.4. At the same time, please read carefully the Privacy Policy and the Cookie Policy on the Website, as
certain personal data may be processed through the Website. By transmitting any personal data through
the Website you agree that this data will be processed in accordance with the provisions of the Privacy
Policy.
1.5. The website is a tool for presenting the services offered by the company AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL,
through which users have the opportunity to learn about those services and contact us for any
additional information.
2. Website Content and Contractual Relationships
2.1. The content of the Website is defined as representing any and all information displayed in any way
on the Website, including but not limited to text, audio files, video files, images of any kind and any
digital product.
2.2. On the Website, users cannot register / create an account with a username and password.
2.3. Users can complete and submit a contact form, which aims to send a message to the company AXENOI STUDIO SRL and certain user data (see the Privacy Policy in this regard).
2.4. No prices / rates for the services offered by AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL will be displayed on the Website.
For price / tariff offers, users will contact us through the Website or in any other way.
2.5. By accessing the information presented on the Website and by simply interacting with AXE-NOI
STUDIO SRL, including communication through the form on the Website, it is not considered that a
service provision contract has been automatically concluded between AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL and you.

2.6. AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL has full professional freedom and reserves the right to display projects for
presentation purposes, without being obliged to provide / render an identical or similar project / service
to a user of the Website, regardless of whether it later became a client of AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL.
2.7. The service provision contract between AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL and you will be concluded at the time
of the meeting of the agreement of the parties, i.e. either on the date when the order is accepted by the
company AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL, or at the time of signing a contract in physical or electronic format.
3. Intellectual property rights
3.1. The website contains information on the services offered by AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL and the activities
carried out by AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL, such as architectural projects, visual design, digital art, audio
design, photographs, illustrations, works of art video / audio, names, logos, brands, designs.
3.2. By using the Website, users understand and agree that AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL is the exclusive owner
of all intellectual property rights over the content of the Website, including, but not limited to, articles,
texts, photographs, illustrations, audio / video files, trademarks, and designs on the Website. Users will
not use this information in any way, unless they have obtained the express prior written approval of the
company AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL.
3.3. No part of the content of the Website may be reproduced, distributed or published, in any form and
by any means, without the prior written consent of AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL. By using the Website, the
users agree not to modify, sell, distribute or create derivative works based on the information published
on the Website, in any way without the prior express written consent of AXE-NOI STUDO SRL. For this
purpose, you can contact us at the following e-mail address: contact@axenoistudio.com.
3.4. The only way to use the content of the Website allowed to users, unless AX-NOI STUDIO SRL
expressly agrees to other uses, is the use for personal purposes, by downloading, printing and storing
this print for personal use, temporary storage, displaying information published on the Website on a
computer screen or on a mobile phone.
3.5. Users are not allowed to make any link to another website without the prior express written
consent of AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL. For this purpose, you can contact us at the following e-mail address:
contact@axenoistudio.com
4. Information provided by users
4.1. The transmission of messages through the contact form on the Website, to the e-mail address or
telephone number displayed on the Website, must be made in accordance with the following principles:
any information transmitted is legal, in accordance with good morals, is not defamatory, does not
contain false information, does not mislead, there are no objections to it, does not infringe the
intellectual property rights or other rights of the company AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL or third parties.

4.2. Users are solely and at all times responsible for the content and form of this information
transmitted in the manner provided above.
5. Exemption from liability
5.1. No information provided on the Website constitutes in itself the provision of professional services
performed by AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL as the content of the Website has only a presentation character.
Users will not be able to consider any information on the Website, under any circumstances, as being
applicable or adapted to specific factual situations or as having general applicability in a specific field,
and in this sense the company AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL is exonerated from liability.
5.2. AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL makes reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy of the information published
on the Website, but assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions or inaccurate information on the
Website. At the same time, AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL does not assume responsibility for errors, omissions or
inaccurate information that is not held by AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL and has no control over them, such as
the websites or web pages to which the Website is connected to or referring to.
5.3. AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL tries to verify and protect any information / material published on the Website
against viruses or other technical problems. However, AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL does not assume any
responsibility for any loss, malfunction or destruction of user data, direct or indirect, which may occur as
a result of using the Website.
6. Force majeure
AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL is not responsible in any way in case of a force majeure event, as defined by the
relevant regulations (for example, the occurrence of natural events, war, strikes, riots, hostilities, fires,
epidemics, armed mobilization, etc.), the consequence of which is non-compliant with the obligations
according to the Terms and Conditions.
7. Applicable law
The terms and conditions are governed by Romanian law. Any disputes arising out of or in connection
with the Terms and Conditions will be addressed to the competent courts in Romania.
8. Updates of Terms and Conditions
8.1. AXE-NOI STUDIO SRL reserves the right to modify at any time the Terms and Conditions, as well as
the content of the Website, without the prior consent of users.
8.2. Whenever the Terms and Conditions are updated, they will be published on the Website and the
date of the update will be displayed. Accessing the Website after the update date will represent the
acceptance by the users of the Terms and Conditions in the updated version.
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